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ABSTRACT
In the production process of fabric, defect detection plays an important role in the control of product
quality. Consider that traditional manual fabric defect detection method are time-consuming and
inaccuracy, utilizing computer vision technology to automatically detect fabric defects can better fulfill the
manufacture requirement. In this project, we improved Faster RCNN with convolutional block attention
module (CBAM) to detect fabric defects. Attention module is introduced from graph neural network, it can
infer the attention map from the intermediate feature map and multiply the attention map to adaptively
refine the feature. This method improve the performance of classification and detection without increase
the computation-consuming. The experiment results show that Faster RCNN with attention module can
efficient improve the classification accuracy.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In order to produce high quality garments, it is an important step to apply a defect detection link
in the process of fabric manufacturing to ensure the quality. Defect detecting is the process to
find out and locate defects on the surface of fabric. Finding out defects on fabric also improves
the efficiency of manufacturing process by abandoning unqualified intermediate products.
Traditionally, manual inspection which carried out on wooden board is the only method to assure
the quality of textile. Sometimes workers also do fine defects detection with the help of
equipment like magnifiers and microscopes. Manual defect detection can do prompt correction of
small defects. However, error may occur due to fatigue, and small defects are usually undetected
[1].
Since fabric defect detection has a great effect on the quality control of textile manufacture and
the conventional manual inspection method does not suit the requirement of developed automated
manufacture, automatic fabric defects detection becomes a natural way to improve fabric quality
and lower labor cost. Fortunately, with the development of deep learning technology and the
progress of computer vision technology, a new automated fabric detection method which can
replace manual inspection appears. By applying computer vision and machine learning
technology, automated visual inspection is widely used to detect the surface defects of machined
parts and components. According to the research of Rajalingappaa Shanmugamani [2] published
in 2015, visual inspection method can provide rapid quantitative assessment and improve quality
and productivity.
Two defects detection algorithms are compared in this project, the Faster RCNN and Faster
RCNN with convolutional block attention module (CBAM). The difference between these two
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algorithms is that the backbone net is different. The backbone net for Faster RCNN is Resnet50[21], which is a 50 layers deep neural network and used for feature extraction of defects,
classification and regression. CBAM will combine with Resnet-50 to improve the performance.
Both algorithm detector is Faster RCNN. By comparing the result of two detect algorithms, the
role of attention module will be revealed, and the effect of the faster R-CNN is going to be
shown.

2. RELATED WORK
At present, textile defects detection approaches can be simply divided into spectral approach and
learning approach. Gabor filters provide the optimal joint position in spatial and frequency
domain [3], it becomes the most popular approach in spectral-based method. The initial
application of Gabor filter is to build a filter bank with numerous sets of filters, which is
predetermined the parameters in frequency and orientation [4]. In [5], Shu calculates the
frequency and direction data obtained from 16 Gabor filters convolution with 4 different angles
and scales to detect fabric defects. This method accuracy will be affected by the computationally
intensive and the frequency plane coverage. Bodnarova [6] utilizes optimal filters to reduce the
amount of filters, the computation time is greatly reduced resulting in an increased speed of
detection. However, the correct choice of optimal filter is difficult and crucial. Tong [7] has
developed composite differential evolution (CoDE) to optimize the parameters of Gabor filters,
and get high performance in limited samples. LI [8] integrated Gabor filter and Gaussian mixture
model to inspect simple texture defects, the classification accuracy from 360 images of 9
different defect types reach 87%.
Neural network has advantages in feature extraction, segmentation and optimization tasks of
fabric defects detection area [9, 10]. In 2001, Stojanovic [11] proposed a three-layer backpropagation neural network for low-cost fabric real-time detection, and the accuracy achieved
86%. Kumar [12] combines forward neural network with Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
for faster detection. In [13], Kuoproposes a three-layers back-propagation neural network to
detect white fabric defects. This model a high dimensional system by non-linear regression
algorithm, achieve 91.88% recognition accuracy for 160 simple defects image. Asimilar
architecture of network is proposed in [14], the detection accuracy of holes and oil stain of twill
fabric reach 91% and 100%. However, the amount of sample is limit and the reliability is
unknown. Semnani and Vadood [15] develop an intelligent model based on artificial neural
network to estimate the appearance of knitted fabrics.
The current textile defect detection field mainly uses adjusted Faster RCNN algorithms as
backbone network for inspection. Since textile industry is an important industry in China,
researchers from China have more sufficient dataset to experiment. In the past two years, Che
[16], Cai [17] and An [18] proposed their improved Faster RCNN method to recognize and
localize the fabric defects, and got good performance. However, they chose to describe their
algorithm in Chinese, which makes it difficult to communicate with other researchers. Zhou [19]
combined Faster RCNN with Feature Pyramid Network and Deformable Convolution Network to
accurately extract the defects, and reduced the time-consuming. The dataset Zhou’ group
usedwas established in 2007 (DAGM dataset), the quality of fabric image is relatively poor, and
the types of defects also small. Therefore, it is questionable whether this algorithm can be used
for real-time detection. Peng [20] introduced an improved prior anchor network to enhance the
Faster RCNN performance. Peng’ group used amount of industrial cloth data to train the network,
and achieve 98.6% accuracy. Unfortunately, the dataset is still not released, and the result of this
algorithm is unreliable.
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3. METHOD
3.1. Date Augmentation
In this paper, we collected 185 fabric defect images in three different types from textile factory.
They are broken hole, fly yarn and drop needle. Since the database is too small, we adapt random
real-time data augmentation to increase the amount of image, we flip the image in horizontal and
vertical direction, and distort the image.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Fig 1. The examples of fabric defects image and augmentation results. (a) is drop needle. (b) is broken
hole. (c) is fly yarn. (d) and (e) are (b) flipped in horizonal and vertical direction, (f) is (b) distorted and
resized in standard size.

The shape of image needs to be resized to 600 × 600 before training. In order to ensure no
distortion, we scale the original image to a certain proportion and add gray bars (scale on the long
side, fill 0 on the short side), and the resulting new image shape is 512 × 512. In the validation
process, just need to resize images normally to ensure the same size suitable for neural network.
While in the training process, there is warpAffine for database augmentation. We use random
scaling (from 0.25 to 1.75), random cropping, random flip (probability is 0.5) and color jittering.
Unfortunately, our dataset size is not enough for multiple augmentation method. Random
augmentation will actually lead to decrease in accuracy. After several experiment, we only use
our dataset as input. The dataset contains 500 defects image and 1500 defects free images.
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3.2. Faster RCNN
Faster R-CNN does the job of object detection in this project. It is developed based on R-CNN
and Fast R-CNN technology and was proposed by Girshick and his team in 2015 [21]. Faster RCNN integrates the step of creating boundary boxes into CNN model. The overall frame of Faster
R-CNN is shown in Figure 2. Faster RCNN contains four main parts, which are convolution
layers, region proposal network, region of interest (RoI) pooling and classification.
In this paper, we use ResNet-50 [22] as the backbone net. Firstly, the input fabric defects image
feature map is extracted by convolutional layer with ReLu activation function and pooling layers.
Region proposal network (RPN) is used to generate proposals with feature matrix. We use
boundary conditions and non-maximum suppression [23] to select the appropriate anchor on
feature map. The output of regression layer indicates the coordinate position of fabric defect. RoI
pools collect region proposal and feature maps, the bounding box regression provides the final
exact target box position.
Table 1. ResNet-50 Architecture
Layer Name
conv1

Output Size
112 × 112 × 64

conv2_x

56 × 156 × 64

conv3_x

28 × 28 × 128

conv4_x

14 × 14 × 256

conv5_x

7 × 7 × 512

average pool
softmax

ResNet-50
7 × 7, 64, stride 2
3 × 3 max pool, stride 2
1 × 1, 64
[ 3 × 3, 64 ] × 3
1 × 1, 256
1 × 1, 128
[3 × 3, 128] × 4
1 × 1, 512
1 × 1, 256
[ 3 × 3, 256 ] × 23
1 × 1, 1024
1 × 1, 512
[ 3 × 3, 512 ] × 3
1 × 1, 2048

1 × 1 × 512
1000

CBAM (Convolutional Block Attention Module) [24] is an efficient improvement algorithm in
detection presented by Sanghyun Woo, Jongchan Park and their team in 2018. The structure of
these two modules shows in Figure 3.The function of the entire attention module can be
expressed by the following two equations. The first equation represents the function of channel
attention module and the second equation shows the function of spatial attention module.
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RPN

Softmax
Feature map

Resize

1 × 1 conv

Proposal

Bbox reg

38 × 38 × 1024
Backbone (Resnet50)

3 × 3 conv 1 × 1 conv

600 × 600 × 3

FC layers
Softmax

FC layers
RoI Pooling

Bbox reg
FC layers

Class
Position

Fig 2. An illustration of Faster R-CNN model

Fig 3. Diagram of each attention sub-modules
𝐹 ′ = 𝑀𝑐 (𝐹) ⊕ 𝐹
𝐹 ′′ = 𝑀𝑠 (𝐹 ′ ) ⊕ 𝐹 ′

(1)

⊕ represents element-wise multiplication. 𝑀𝑐 represents the operation of attention extraction
on the channel dimension, and𝑀𝑠 represents the operation of attention extraction on the spatial
dimension. 𝐹 ∈ ℝ𝐻×𝑊×𝐶 is the intermediate feature map, 𝐹 ′ is the product of feature map
after channel attention module process, 𝐹 ′′represents the final output feature map after
channel attention and spatial attention. 𝐻 means the height of input feature map, 𝑊 is the
width of input feature map. C is the channel number of input feature map.
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Fig 4. CBAM integrated with a ResBlock in ResNet
𝑐
As shown in Figure 3, the input feature map suffers global average-pooling 𝐹𝑎𝑣𝑔
and globalmaxi𝑐
pooling𝐹𝑚𝑎𝑥 in channel attention module. It is worth to note that the global average pooling and
global maximum pooling are used in parallel, which can minimize the information loss during the
𝑐
𝑐
pooling process. 𝐹𝑎𝑣𝑔
and 𝐹𝑚𝑎𝑥
forward to a shared network which composed of multi-layer
perceptron with one-hidden layer, to produce channel attention map 𝑀𝑐 . It can be represented as
following equation (2):

𝑀𝑐 (𝐹) = 𝜎 (𝑀𝐿𝑃(𝐴𝑣𝑔𝑃𝑜𝑜𝑙(𝐹)) + 𝑀𝐿𝑃(𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑃𝑜𝑜𝑙(𝐹)))
(2)

𝑐
𝑐
= 𝜎(𝑊1 (𝑊0 (𝐹𝑎𝑣𝑔
)) + 𝑊1 (𝑊0 (𝐹𝑚𝑎𝑥
)))

Where 𝜎 presents sigmoid function, 𝑊0 ∈ ℝ𝐶/𝑟×𝐶 ,𝑊1 ∈ ℝ𝐶×𝐶/𝑟 is the MLP layers wight, 𝑟 is the
reduction rate. First layer has ReLu activation function.
Different from channel attention module, spatial attention module applies a convolutional layer to
generate a spatial attention map to concatenate max-pooling and average-pooling. It can be
represented as following equation (2):
𝑀𝑐 (𝐹) = 𝜎 (𝑓 7×7 (𝐴𝑣𝑔𝑃𝑜𝑜𝑙(𝐹)); 𝑀𝐿𝑃(𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑃𝑜𝑜𝑙(𝐹)))
(3)

𝑠
𝑠 |)
= 𝜎(𝑓 7×7 |𝐹𝑎𝑣𝑔
; 𝐹𝑚𝑎𝑥

Where 𝜎 presents sigmoid function, 𝑓 7×7 represents a convolution operation with 7 × 7 size
filter. In this paper, we use sequential arrangement attention modules.

4. EXPERIMENT AND RESULT
In this paper, we used 90 percent samples in the database as training dataset. For one experiment,
50 epochs are run with a base learning rate of 0.001 and 0.0001 with another 50 epochs. In both
of the two iteration stages, the learning rate will decay to 92% of the original in each iteration.
Batch size is 1 and we carry 2 experiments for each method separately. Totally, we have taken
40,000 iterations on each method. The test environment is a HP desktop with an Inter(R)
Core(TM) i5-4200 3.3 GHZ CPU, the simulation software is python2.7.

(a)

(b)
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(c)

(d)

(f)

(e)

Fig 3. Results display and comparison between the different backbones: Resnet50 (left figure) and
Resnet50 + CBAM (right figure). (a), (b) drop needle, (c), (d), (e)broken hole, (f) fly yarn.

There are 185 images in the database, 10% of which is test dataset. Limited by the sample size,
only 3 types of defects are involved in training and testing. All of the three types of defects can
be detected under both the Faster R-CNN with a modified backbone net and the normal one as
shown in the Fig 3. we just show some examples of the detection results. It can be seen that both
these two methods can detect the fabric defects accurately. For the two figures in each group, the
left one is the result of the normal Faster R-CNN using Resnet 50 as backbone; the right one is
the result of the Faster R-CNN with a modified backbone using Resnet50 and CBAM. Both of
the two experiments use Faster R-CNN as the detector. It is clear that using Faster R-CNN with
CBAM leads a higher confidence of the detected defect object compared with the normal one.
After adapting CBAM, the confidence is 2%-3% higher than before. Therefore, the detection
model can be regarded more reliable.
Table 2. Object detection AP (%) of each class and mAP (%) on the test dataset.
Backbone

Detector

ResNet-50
ResNet-50+CBAM

Faster R-CNN
Faster R-CNN

AP of broken
hole
93.26
95.31

AP of drop
needle
61.03
61.89

AP of fly
yarn
55.50
55.48

mAP
69.93
70.89

Global recognizable ratio is the percentage of samples that can be recognized in all test samples.
Correspondingly, we can describe the percentage of samples that can be recognized in a certain
class in all samples of that class as class recognizable ratio. Broken hole is the most easily to be
detected since its structure feature is obvious and simple. As for drop needle, it is not very easy to
be detected since it has many kinds of different structures in the database. Fly yarn is most
difficult to be detected since its sample size is small and it does not have special structures.
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Table 3. Global recognizable ratio (%) and class recognizable ratio (%) on the test dataset.
Backbone

Detector

Global ratio

ResNet-50
ResNet-50+CBAM

Faster R-CNN
Faster R-CNN

46
62

Broken hole

Drop needle

86
100

50
56

Fly
yarn
36
67

In addition, to determine whether every recognized sample is classified correctly, the ratio of
samples with correct classification in all samples that can be recognized is accuracy. It can also
be divided into global accuracy and category accuracy, like the recognizable ratio. Adapting
CBAM makes the global accuracy becomes 1% higher than before. For each class, the accuracy
of drop needle is the highest, although it is not easy to be detected out, its accuracy is high. With
CBAM, broken hole can reach 100% accuracy and accuracy of fly yarn is also improved.
Table 4. Global accuracy (%) and class accuracy (%) of each class on the test dataset.
Backbone

Detector

ResNet-50

Faster R-CNN

ResNet50+CBAM

Faster R-CNN

Global accuracy

Broken hole

Drop needle

87

83

100

Fly
yarn
71

88

100

100

83

In the experiment, we use RGB images with shape (600,600,3) to simulate the real manufacturing
environment for training and testing. The detection speed is 1.10 images per second, which
proved this model is not suitable for the real-time detection. If the video captured by industrial
camera is input, this model will cause a significant delay. The detection speed shows in [19] and
[20] is close to 19 images per second. However, they use the grey level image with shape
(128,128). Theoretically, the design of RPN requiring high computation-consuming, which leads
to the slow detection speed. Application of CBAM in our experiment used to improve the
detection accuracy, but how to improve the detection speed is still a research gap which need to
be solved in the future.

5. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we introduce a kind of attention mechanism called CBAM into Faster RCNN and
compare the performance of normal Faster RCNN and the improved Faster RCNN with CBAM
in fabric defects detection area. For Faster RCNN part, we use Resnet50 as the backbone to
extract the feature map, feature map is used in the RoI pooling directly and RPN for proposal
extraction meanwhile. Soft-NMS is involved in the RPN and classifier to remove the extra boxes
and improve the detection accuracy. CBAM is a simple and effective attention module for feed
forward convolutional neural networks.
Given an intermediate feature map, the CBAM module sequentially infers the attention map
along two independent dimensions (channel and space), and then multiplies the attention map
with the input feature map for adaptive feature optimization. Since CBAM is a lightweight
general-purpose module, the overhead of this module can be ignored and it can be seamlessly
integrated into any CNN architecture, and it can be trained end-to-end together with the basic
CNN. The Channel Attention Module compresses the feature map in the spatial dimension to
obtain a one-dimensional vector before performing the operation. When compressing in the
spatial dimension, not only Average Pooling but also Max Pooling is considered. Average
Pooling and Max Pooling can be used to aggregate the spatial information of the feature map,
send it to a shared network, compress the spatial dimension of the input feature map, and sum and
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merge element by element to generate a channel attention map. As far as a picture is concerned,
channel attention focuses on which content on the picture is important. Average pooling has
feedback for each pixel on the feature map, while maximum pooling is used for gradient back
propagation calculation, only the place with the largest response in the feature map has gradient
feedback.
In this paper experiment is carried out with the normal Faster RCNN with and without CBAM to
verify the positive effect of the CBAM attention module. The experiment result proved CBAM
can get better accuracy and recognizable ratio in our fabric defect database. Dueto the difference
in image quality and pattern complexity, some defects cannot be successfully detected. Collecting
fruitfulness high-quality fabric defect and defect-free image, updating existing network model
will be the focus of future research. The different training time between CBAM and Faster
RCNN is negligible. However, compared with the traditional approaches, the training time is
more time-consuming. Reduce the required time for training the model, realize real-time
detection is crucial to whether this technology can be applied in industrial production, which is
also the focus of future research.
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